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 FORORD / PREFACE  1
Forskningsprojektet, innovationer i det offentlige private samspil (INOPS), har i 
perioden 2014 til 2016, undersøgt brugen af udbud og udlicitering til løsning af 
driftsopgaver på det kommunale park- og vejområde i Danmark, Norge, Sverige og 
Storbritannien. Fokus har været på formål, organisering og resultater ved brug af 
udlicitering på park- og vejområdet.  
 
Denne case-rapport indeholder – set ud fra en dansk synsvinkel – fire internationale 
casestudier, som en del af en serie af casestudier i INOPS-projektet, der i detaljer 
afdækker erfaringer med udlicitering af driftsopgaver på det kommunale park- og 
vejområde i Danmark, Norge, Sverige og Storbritannien. Serien omfatter i alt fem 
danske casestudier, et casestudie fra Sverige, et casestudie fra Norge og to casestudier 
fra Storbritannien. Casestudierne er gennemført af forskere i de forskellige lande. 
Formålet med casestudierne er at tilvejebringe en række ’sammenligningspunkter’ for 
udvikling af udlicitering på tværs af de fire lande. Case-rapporten er skrevet med det 
formål at lade en læser få en dybere indsigt i baggrunden for beslutninger, processer 
og resultater, når der udliciteres driftsopgaver på park- og vejområdet. Samlet set 
afdækker casestudierne kommuner, der:  
 
1) har forskellig historik med udlicitering af driftsopgaver 
2) anvender forskellige variationer i kontrakt- og samarbejdsformerne  
 
Alle casestudier bygger på forskningsinterviews, dokumentstudier af administrative 
dokumenter og nyhedsartikler samt statistisk baggrundsinformation. Alle casestudier 
har endvidere været til gennemsyn og kommentering hos de interviewede personer i 
deltagende kommuner og virksomheder.  
 
Følgende forskere har været involveret i udarbejdelsen af casestudierne: I England har 
Nicola Dempsey, Claudia Martinez Velarde og Mel Burton fra Sheffield Universitet 
været involveret. I Norge har Merethe Leiren Dotterud, TØI / CICERO og Ingjerd 
Solfjeld, Norges miljø- og biovitenskapelige universitet (NMBU) været involveret. I 
Sverige har Bengt Persson, Anders Kristoffersen og Thomas Barfoed Randrup, 
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Sveriges Landbrugsuniversitet været involveret. I Danmark har Andrej Christian 
Lindholst, Morten Balle Hansen, Troels Høgfeldt Kjems og Thomas Haase Jensen fra 
Aalborg Universitet været involveret. INOPS har været samfinansieret af 
Hedeselskabet Strategi og Innovation samt Aalborg Universitet. Forskerne skylder en 
meget stor tak til de forvaltere og entreprenører i de fire lande, som har taget sig tid til 
at deltage i projektet. 
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The research project ’Innovations in the organization of public-private collaboration 
in an international perspective’ (Danish acronym: INOPS)
1
 has in the time from 2014 
to 2016 investigated the use of contracting out for provision of park and road services 
in Local Governments in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and England.  
 
This case report is a part of a series of case studies in the INOPS project which study 
experiences with different approaches to contracting out of park and road services in 
the four countries. The purpose of the case reports is to provide a series of reference 
cases for comparisons and development across the four countries. The reports has 
been written with the purpose in mind to allow a reader to get detailed insights in the 
background for decisions, processes and outcomes when park and road services are 
contracted out by Local Governments. Together the report series uncover experiences 
in Local Governments which:  
  
1) Display different contracting histories 
2) Adopt different approaches to contracting out  
 
The following researchers have been involved in delivering the case reports: Andrej 
Christian Lindholst, Morten Balle Hansen, Troels Høgfeldt Kjems and Thomas Haase 
Jensen from Aalborg University, Denmark. Anders Kristofferson, Bengt Persson and 
Thomas Barfoed Randrup, Swedish Agricultural University, Alnarp. Merethe 
Dotterud Leiren, Norwegian Centre for Transport Research and Ingjerd Solfjeld, 
Norwegian University of Life Sciences. Nicola Dempsey, Claudia Martinez Velard 
and Mel Burton, University of Sheffield. The project has been co-financed by 
Hedeselskabet Strategi & Innovation and Aalborg University.  
 
Without the contributions from a long list of people and organizations it would not 
have been possible to carry out the research. The researchers especially thank all 
employees in park and road departments as well as private contractors that devoted 
time to participate.  
                                                 
1
 The original Danish title of the research project is: ’Innovationer i organiseringen af det offentlige-
private samspil i et internationalt perspektiv med fokus på kommunaltekniske driftsopgaver’ with the 
abbreviated title ’innovationer i det offentlige private samspil’. The Danish acronym for the title is: 
’INOPS’. 
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2.1 Introduction  
This case study provides a description of the experience with contracting out for the 
specific site of Burgess Park in south London, UK, located in the borough of 
Southwark. This case study examines the contractual arrangements at Burgess Park, 
providing a specific example of how the contractor works on a number of other parks 
in the borough. The case study is an example of where a long contract length has 
supported a well-established working relationship between the stakeholders to 
maintain an award-winning landscape. This report provides valuable insight into the 
challenges of working with a number of stakeholders together, with particular 
reference to the client-contractor relationship for the park’s maintenance.  
 
Burgess Park is the largest park in the London borough of Southwark and spans 
Camberwell and Walworth in the west to Peckham and the Old Kent Road in the east. 
It has a long history dating back to the building of the Great Surrey Canal in 1801-
1811, but the park as we know was established in 1943 as part of Patrick 
Abercrombie’s plan to rebuild London in the 1940s after the Second World War.  
 
 
Figure 1. Location map of Burgess Park (copyright: Google Maps). 
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The population of Southwark was over 288,300 at the time of the 2011 Census living 
in an area of 2,885 hectares  (Office for National Statistics, 2016). In 2011, 
Southwark’s non-white residents made up over 45% of the total population (Office for 
National Statistics, 2016). In 2010, Southwark was ranked as the 41
st
 most deprived 
borough (out of the 326) local authorities in England. This marks some improvement 
when it was ranked 17
th
 in 2004 (Southwark Council, 2016a). Within London, 
Southwark was the 12
th
 most deprived of the 32 London boroughs in 2010 – an 
improvement from the 6
th
 most deprived borough in 2004 (Southwark Council, 
2016a). 
 
The park was named after Councillor Jessie Burgess who was Camberwell's first 
woman Mayor in 1973 (Southwark Council, 2016b). The aim of the park was to 
create a ‘green lung’ for South London (Friends of Burgess Park, 2016).  
 
The case study report is organised into the following sections. First, there is a general 
introduction to the park and the organisation of the park administration. This is 
followed by an examination of the experience between the client and contractor in 
delivering the aims of the park and the maintenance contract.  
 
This case study calls on the following materials:  
 
 Data from interviews with personnel from the two organisations directly involved 
in the park’s management. We were unable to secure an interview with the local 
authority.  
 Extensive online material published by the Friends of Burgess Park. 
 Online material from Cabinet reports published Southwark Council. 
 Historic maps available through Ordnance Survey.  
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2.2 About Burgess Park 
Burgess Park is surrounded by one fifth of the most deprived wards in London and is 
central to ambitious high-density urban regeneration projects in London including the 
Aylesbury and Heygate estates. The park is 51 hectares in size (LDA Design, 2015).  
 
At the time of Patrick Abercrombie’s London Plan in the 1940s, this area was one of 
‘demolished factories, churches and streets as well as bomb damaged areas and the 
Grand Surrey Canal from Camberwell to Peckham’ (Friends of Burgess Park, 2016). 
The maps above show the changes to the area over the years. The park was built 
slowly over three decades from the mid-1950s onwards as a number of open spaces 
were brought together into one larger space. This was made possible by the 
demolition of a number of houses, streets and factories including the R. White’s 
Lemonade Factory and infilling the canal (which had been long disused due to the 
canal not being commercially viable) (London Parks and Gardens Trust, 2012). There 
was also contaminated land which could not be built on. The then Greater London 
Corporation gave the Park to Southwark Council in the mid-1980s giving Southwark 
the duty of responsibility for the Park (Friends of Burgess Park, 2015a). The Council 
began purchasing remaining properties and clearing the site to connect the fragments 
open spaces, a process completed in 1995 (Friends of Burgess Park, 2015a).   
 
In the 1990s numerous projects were undertaken to create the park, which included 
planting thousands of trees, creating sports facilities, greening the canal route and the 
creation of the lake (see maps above) (London Parks and Gardens Trust, 2012). 
 
In 2009 Burgess Park received funding for regeneration from the Mayor of London 
and national New Deal for Communities funding programme. LDA Design was 
awarded the contract to undertake the major renovation project. Burgess Park re-
opened in 2012 as ‘a park central to the local community and recognised more widely 
for its heritage, sports facilities, lake, wildlife, design and horticultural excellence’ 
(Friends of Burgess Park, 2015b).  
 
INOPS Case  Burgess Park, London, UK 
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The grounds maintenance contract contributes to sustaining these capital investments 
made in the Park with its focus on aspects of safety, cleanliness and access. 
 
2.2.1.1 Burgess Park today 
There have been two phases of park regeneration in Burgess Park. The first phase was 
completed in 2012 and involved extensive changes (LDA Design, 2015). This has 
involved building demolition and the subsequent creation of large piles of rubble and 
topsoil. These were transformed into hillocks of wildflower meadows by Prof. James 
Hitchmough who, as part of a specific project, was invited to devise meadow and 
prairie-like elements which were sown in January 2012 (Friends of Burgess Park, 
2015b). Other changes included improved access, circulation and entrances to and 
within the Park, a new playground and significant improvements to the lake and 
peripheral areas. In addition, new trees were planted as were species-rich lawns, wet 
woodland and wetlands (LDA Design, 2015).  
 
The second phase involved a new BMX bike track and flower garden. There are a 
number of large-scale events which take place in the park, such as the annual 
Carnaval del Pueblo – “the largest Latin American festival in Europe” (Carnaval del 
Pueblo Association, no date).  
 
There are all-year round attractions including tennis courts with clubhouse, sports 
pitches with changing facilities, community gardens (Chumleigh Gardens established 
in 1995), fishing lake, cricket pitch, adventure playground and a café.  
 
2.2.2 Governance structure and arrangements across Southwark 
The park is owned by Southwark Council who acts as the client. The grounds 
maintenance of park is contracted out by the Council to the CONTRACTOR, 
Quadron
2
. Quadron has been contracted by Southwark Council since 2004 to manage 
the borough’s parksparks. In early October 2016, Southwark Council announced that 
Quadron had won a third consecutive grounds maintenance contract for all the green 
                                                 
2
 In 2015, ID Verde bought The Landscape Group in 2016 ID Verde bought Quadron Services Ltd and 
merged the two to create ID Verde UK, making it the largest green service provider in the UK (Henry, 
2016). For the purposes of this case study, the contractor will be referred to as Quadron. 
INOPS Case  Burgess Park, London, UK 
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spaces in the borough, extending their relationship until 2030 (Cosgrove, 2016). The 
green spaces that Quadron manages in Southwark consist of 97 sites, including a large 
number of Green Flag accredited parks and greens spaces (Southwark Council, 
2016c).  This is the second highest number of Green Flag parks held by a London 
borough, and third highest by an English local authority (Cosgrove, 2016). This new 
seven-year contract began in October 2016 and includes the option to extend by a 
further seven years (Southwark Council, 2016c). Quadron won the British Association 
of Landscape Industries (BALI) Principal Award for Burgess Park in 2013 
(Southwark Council, 2016b). According to a Contractor Interviewee, the main roles 
and responsibilities of the contractor are “to make sure that the parks and open spaces 
are well presented, are safe, are litter free, they're clean, and we also put [the 
borough’s Parks] in for various different awards so we go for Green Flag Award 
every year, we've currently got 26 here in Southwark”.  
 
According to Southwark Council (2016a), the new contract includes a new post of 
Corporate Development and Volunteer Manager to co-ordinate opportunities for 
structured volunteering sessions in Southwark’s parks. Quadron will also employ five 
apprentices annually, recruited locally, to study towards a horticulture qualification. 
Southwark will provide capital investment for new vehicles and major plant items, 
including electric utility vehicles. Quadron will provide capital investment for new 
machinery and equipment including electric blowers and hedge trimmers (Southwark 
Council, 2016a).  
 
On the ground in Burgess Park, in terms of day-to-day activities, the Client is 
represented by Southwark Council’s Park manager, while the Contractor is 
represented by the Head Gardener and the team of staff + 1 apprentice annually 
working to maintain the Park. The details of the communication between client and 
contractor are outlined in more detail below, but the arrangements involve very 
regular formal and informal communication.  
 
The Contractor also works with ecology and conservation organisations such as the 
London Wildlife Trust and Friends Groups such as the Friends of Burgess Park. The 
INOPS Case  Burgess Park, London, UK 
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Head Gardeners
3
 in Southwark (employed by Quadron) are local ecology and 
conservation champions and have embarked on specialist conservation training for 
staff (see below). There are other groups which are involved in Burgess Park 
including the local rugby club, community theatre group, organic allotment group and 
local nature groups. According to a Contractor Interviewee, “when we first started 
their contract 12 years ago, the Council [had] spent a lot of time and a lot of money 
developing the parks. They thought there was a skills gap at the beginning: you could 
probably count on one hand the amount of trained Gardeners that we actually had 
working for us whereas now, it's 80 staff that we've got that are trained Gardeners 
now…you can see that development and training with staff has worked”. 
 
Monitoring is discussed in more detail below, but it is worth noting here the important 
part that the Friends Group has in this working arrangement. The Friends Group’s 
own meetings will involve the Client and the Contractor and likewise the Contractor 
will actively involve the Friends Group in some of their meetings and a representative 
of the Friends Group will usually attend. However, most communication is between 
the Friends Group and Southwark Council, rather than between the Friends Group and 
the Contractor. The Friends Group also use Twitter and other social media as effective 
part of the monitoring as a part of informal surveillance (and not just for maintenance 
issues as Figure 1 demonstrates). The Friends Group describe themselves as “a 
separate independent group of volunteers who…care about the park, who mostly live 
locally…use [the Park] a lot…so we want to maintain that independence, but 
obviously it’s very important for us to [have] a good relationship with the council as 
well…we do try and keep messages flowing through [between the Council and park 
users/ Friends Group]…but we really don’t work with the contractor…”. 
 
                                                 
3
 A head gardener is an individual who manages the staff working in a public park. , 
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Figure 1. Screenshot from Twitter feed on @BurgessPark  
  
 
2.2.3 Green space administration and the grounds maintenance contract: focus 
on the Park  
As the body responsible for the overall management of the park, Southwark Council 
provides the contractor with a detailed contract which is underpinned by regular 
monitoring and evaluation to ensure that, as one of the interviewees stated, all parts of 
the park ‘are looking pristine at all times’. It is described as a highly prescriptive and 
exacting contract with a minimum quality target set for the contractors on the tasks 
they carry out. These tasks contribute to the park being well-presented, safe, litter-free 
and – where appropriate – to fulfil the criteria for winning Green Flag awards. One of 
the Green Flag criteria relates to community engagement and Quadron developed a 
training programme on Work-Based Environmental Conservation with The 
Conservation Volunteers (TCV) national charity. This was designed to improve staff's 
capacity to work with community and corporate volunteers on conservation activities 
in Southwark's parks. This also supports Southwark Council’s aim of increasing third 
sector involvement in the delivery of its parks services (Quadron, 2014).  
 
INOPS Case  Burgess Park, London, UK 
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Underpinning the contract is a number of social, economic and environmental 
considerations. The contract is compliant with the London Living Wage (LLW), in 
line with the Southwark Council’s commitment to extend the LLW to contract staff 
since April 2015 (Southwark Council, 2015). The contract includes the requirements 
for the contractor to a) develop the apprenticeship scheme, b) engage with Southwark-
wide employment programmes which support unemployed residents’ access to 
employment, training and skills, and c) use local companies in any sub-contracting 
arrangements (Southwark Council, 2015). According to a Contractor Interviewee, “we 
try to take on local people we will put out job adverts locally and always try to 
employ at least within a 3-mile radius, always local people”. Good staff retention is 
reported by the contractor because of the investments made in the staff and training. 
Environmentally, the contract stipulates that the contractor must use ‘clean and green’ 
vehicles (minimum of Euro Class III) with regular testing and maintenance. The 
scheduled use of pesticides is not permitted, and there are requirements relating to 
recycling and reuse of all green waste (Southwark Council, 2015) although this does 
not happen on site (see below).   
 
2.2.4 Funding the contract 
In 2016, the new contract was approved by the Cabinet of Southwark Council
4
 
(Southwark Council, 2016c) and valued at an estimated annual value of £2,761,435 . 
This contract covers a period of seven years with an option to extend by a further 
seven years making a total contract value of £38,660,090. In previous Cabinet 
meetings, the Council commented ‘there is no certainty that in future years the 
contract budget will remain at the current level. Savings of up to 15 per cent may have 
to be found from this service area’ (Southwark Council, 2015), indicating that 
austerity measures may come into play in the future.   
 
A process of price testing was carried out by Southwark Council via two nearby local 
authorities to check the competitiveness of Quadron’s pricing on the ‘two principal 
areas of the contract i.e. grass cutting and litter management’. While difficult to 
                                                 
4
 Local councillors elect a council leader who then appoints a cabinet. Each cabinet member is 
responsible for a particular sector. 
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compare like for like, Southwark Council concluded that their contract with Quadron 
‘represents excellent value for money’ (Southwark Council, 2015). The contract has 
been described as making a contribution to the Council’s objectives of: reducing 
costs, maintaining the quality of parks and open spaces, improving customer service, 
accessibility and sustainable asset management (Southwark Council, 2015).   
 
2.2.5 Work specification 
An online Cabinet report (Southwark Council, 2015) provides a list of the services 
within the contract as including
5
:  
 
 Grass, shrub and rose bed maintenance  
 Maintenance of hedges and young trees  
 Seasonal bedding supply and maintenance  
 Litter management, sweeping and cleaning including leaf clearance 
 Litter and dog waste bins  
 Dog waste removal service  
 Sports pitch maintenance including  
 Football and cricket pitches, bowling greens and artificial surfaces  
 Maintenance of water features 
 Park attendants 
 Gate opening and locking service 
 Sports pitch booking service.  
 
The contract is largely outputs-based and sets out minimum inputs and frequencies of 
tasks (e.g. grass cutting) that the Council believes are required to achieve the specified 
standards (e.g. 1-2 mm grass length). The contract is priced on an annual unit basis for 
each type of work (e.g. grass cutting) and full quantities of work for each site are 
provided within the bills of quantities.   
 
In terms of monitoring, there are different arrangements in place. There are monthly 
meetings between the Council and Contractor to check on the delivery of the contract 
                                                 
5
 We were not actually able to access the contract so this was taken from the interview data. 
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specifications. This is part of the Client Monitoring System. Accordingly, the 
different elements of the tasks – e.g. pruning, grass-cutting, weeding, sweeping and 
gate-opening – are scored on a monthly basis. The Contractor also conducts its own 
regular inspections independently and the jointly with the client.  
 
On the ground, there is more intense day-to-day communication as the Client and 
Contractor meet daily and/ or weekly for regular monitoring and reporting. The 
Council’s Park Manager monitors the delivery of the contract specifications. If 
standards are not reached on a specific task (e.g. if grass which should be 1-2mm in 
length reaches 2-5mm), a rectification notice is issued. There is a 3-day period in 
which the contractor can get the area (here, the grass) back to within the contract 
specifications (i.e. 1-2 mm grass length). If this does not happen, the ‘rectification’ is 
escalated to a ‘default’ and fines are then incurred. This is all stipulated in the contract 
and relates to the services listed above. For example, an unlocked gate or overflowing 
bin can incur rectifications and default fines. In the same way, on the walk-arounds 
there will be incidents reported such as anti-social behaviour, e.g. graffiti which are 
discussed in terms of how the contractor would deal with it. The contractor involves 
all levels of staff members who are involved in park maintenance (e.g. grounds staff, 
team managers) in the monitoring meetings to help them understand the client-
contractor relationship. This is captured by one of the contractor interviewees: 
 
“the litter picker, the gardener…[we] have that open dialogue with them…and 
[they are] included in some of the meetings, the inspections, because 
sometimes when you're going out saying " Look, you need to do this" and " 
You need to do this better, you need to improve on this." and they [the litter 
picker, the gardener] think, he's always on my back. But if they're there in the 
meetings or on the site inspections…then they can see that it's actually the 
Local Authority Client Officer who is saying " You need to improve on this, 
you need to improve on that" …it's just about including everybody from the 
inspections to the meetings, even if it's apprentices, just so they can 
understand, why everybody is on their back or wants it a certain way, I think 
that's important”. 
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It is described as a highly prescriptive and exacting contract with a target of 90% 
fulfilment on all tasks. According to one interviewee, last year Quadron scored 95% 
and the previous year 94%. If it drops below 90% fulfilment then a rectification order 
will be put into process. According to all interviewees, this level of prescription in the 
contract is justified given the intense use of the space – there can be up to 10,000 
daily visitors to Burgess Park during the summer/ special events. 
 
The Council manages the Park more widely, with responsibilities that go beyond the 
grounds maintenance contract. This includes diverse aspects such as tree management 
(the contractor look after trees of 2.5m height or less and maintains the tree guards 
and tree pits while the Council waters the trees) and infrastructure such as lampposts 
and benches. This is managed in-house by the Council/ other contractors.  
 
2.3 Perceptions of contract delivery and the contractual relationship 
The general perception of the grounds maintenance contract is largely positive from 
all the interviewees. The contract itself is described as being required to keep up the 
high standards of the Park. The retention of the Green Flags and the high scores that 
the contractor receives are also seen as signs of a very successfully managed Park, as 
was the positive feedback from the ‘variety of all sectors of the community using the 
park every day’. According to a Contractor Interviewee, the role of the Contractor in 
the Park is “customer facing…sometimes we're the first people that park users bump 
into in the park so it's about being customer friendly…kind of like being the  Park 
Warden, Park Attendant, Gardener, you know, Health Inspector, you're a bit of 
everything, Social Worker, you can be a bit of everything working in the parks… you 
might have an elderly person who's popping down the shop to get some milk and you 
might be the only person she interacts with all day it’s about leaving that lasting 
impression on them so they feel safe in the park.” There is therefore a sense from all 
the Interviewees that how the Contractor delivers the contract is done well, with one 
Community Group interviewee stating that “I can’t really remember ever hearing 
much, much criticism”.  
 
According to Southwark Council (2015) across the borough, ‘Quadron’s contract 
performance has regularly exceeded the agreed performance target with an average 
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score of 93 per cent over the past two years. Park stakeholders including ‘Friends of’ 
groups are also happy with Quadron’s performance and Parks customer satisfaction 
scores are high.’  
 
The success of the Burgess Park contract is also attributed to the Council and 
contractor’s commitment to the Park, underpinned by very good communication 
between the two partners. The relationship between Client and Contractor is described 
as good, open and transparent. A Contractor Interviewee describes it as a good 
“relationship with the [client]…they can see [we] are working hard to try and keep 
things to standard, but they can also see that we are trying to do more than just what is 
asked”.  
 
It was also positively highlighted that the Council spending money on the Park when 
significant austerity measures were in progress elsewhere. This is attributed by one of 
the interviewees to the amount of development and change going on in Southwark, 
including extensive housing development and improvements to the Bakerloo 
underground train line.  
 
From the Contractor’s perspective, there is an ongoing challenge to achieve the inter-
connected aims of fulfilling the contract, improving the Client-Contractor relationship 
and providing job satisfaction for staff. For example, the amount of time spent by 
Quadron staff doing the very basic grounds maintenance tasks such as extensive litter 
picking is described as significant – particularly after large events when litter-picking 
could last a full day depending on the scale of the event and resulting litter. This is 
described as frustrating for gardeners given their horticultural training
6
. According to 
a Community Group Interviewee:  
 
“there are times when [the Park]…gets very littered, littered, and I think from 
[the Contractor’s] perspective they might be spending more time doing litter 
collection then they would actually want to do, that anybody would want to do, 
to be honest… we have a lot of sympathy and a lot of respect for the fact that 
                                                 
6
 The perceived mismatch between basic grounds maintenance being delivered by highly trained 
horticulture staff is raised elsewhere in green space literature – e.g. Heritage Lottery Fund (2016); 
Dempsey et al. (2015).  
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what they do is a very good job…It’s a difficult space, it’s huge, it’s a huge 
park and I don’t think there’s enough of them [Contractor staff] really”. 
 
A further example of this is the lack of on-site composting which was felt to be 
anathema to gardening. But a potentially bigger issue was about the sustainability of 
maintaining the Park’s planting and wildlife, given that the Park will become busier as 
the housing development is completed in the environs. As one interviewee puts it:  
 
“maybe the problem here isn’t so much how the space is being managed but 
how it’s being used…For every considerate park user there seems to be two 
who will happily throw their rubbish everywhere… [people] organised enough 
to bring toilet paper to the park left used hanging from a nearby tree but too 
lazy to go and walk to the nearby toilets…You can come up with the most 
evolved plan in the world but if you’re faced with a mountain of trash every 
morning and an endless bill for repairs, it’s hard to make big changes!” 
 
The need for engaging with Park users ‘who don’t treat the park with respect’ 
emerged as a key challenge for the grounds maintenance staff
7
. Community 
engagement is described as an important part of the Contractor’s remit. One of the 
Contractor Interviewees remarked: “we do Community Planting Days, we take on 
volunteers and So yeah, community engagement, working with Friends groups…with 
the local schools, colleges, all our apprentices we take on are from the local schools 
[and] people come in from the [school] to do a week's to 2 week's work experience. 
It's imperative that we include the local people”. 
 
For the Contractors who are not on-site all day every day, the relationship built up 
with the local community groups and volunteers brings benefits: “the local 
community groups…may be able to pass on information to our [Contractor] guys like, 
the park was really busy this weekend…it becomes a bit more self-policed as 
well…so if you are including the local community – these  guys who were part of the 
planting see someone trying to walk through or break something, they can say " Hey, 
                                                 
7
 This may be associated with the levels of deprivation in the area, although this would have to be 
examined in more detail. 
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we planted that" and it doesn't need a Gardener or Park Police or anything like that, 
they start to take pride in and look after things in their park”. 
 
However, it should be noted that there are challenges for the contractor when 
engaging volunteers such as the significant time and resources it takes to supervise 
them. This is an issue experienced elsewhere by contractors and local authorities in 
other settings in the UK and around Europe (Dempsey et al., 2014). As a Contractor 
Interviewee points out: It is [hard] to set up  large schemes for volunteers to visit and 
help out and start to do some of the work in place of contractors or regular staff. We 
do have regular amount of volunteers  but actually supervising untrained people  often 
slows the work down so don’t have too many at any one time … trying to supervise 
and maintain large groups of mainly untrained regularly volunteers is way more 
difficult. It’s quite hard to find volunteers willing to turn up at 7am every day and 
pick up rubbish for three hours, or to spend 40 hours weeding head height weeds on a 
45% slope in full sun! …People want to help but only if their efforts aren’t 
wasted…People will happily give their time to look after a community garden but 
only if its a space where litter and vandalism are more controllable. But as I’ve said 
we do have volunteers just not quite the armies needed to dig out 10 million creeping 
thistles (we don’t use pesticides in the park)”. 
 
In this way, finding volunteers who want to get involved in grounds maintenance is 
very hard because it does not fit well with volunteer motivations which may be 
focused on, for example, fund-raising for capital projects and physical improvements 
to the park. The Contractor works directly with the volunteers. According to a 
Contractor Interviewee, “we've got our own Horticultural Development Manager, 
who does all the volunteer management, we do a lot of corporate volunteering, we 
work with Volunteer Brokers, so it's all run directly through the contractor”.  
 
A key objective of the contract is to react to avoid the rectification notices and 
ensuing fines, which may potentially adversely affect Park user engagement efforts by 
the Contractor. As one interviewee highlighted, because the contract as a task-focused 
arrangement, it may bring about only the bare minimum in terms of service rather 
than exceeding expectations. This may be the case in relation to an issue as 
challenging as changing Park user attitudes to better respect the Park. In this way, the 
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way in which the Contractor delivers an excellent Park experience is described as 
going way beyond the contract.  
 
2.4 Conclusions 
The interviewees all agreed that the Burgess Park contract is a very successful one. 
This is because Quadron achieves the objectives they are set and brings value to the 
Park through skills and training of staff, volunteers and apprentices, the retention of 
Green Flag Awards, community engagement and cost savings to the Council. 
 
Summary Box 1. Key features of the contract. 
 Long contract – 7 years plus 7 years potential extension 
 Long and successful relationship between Client and Contractor, manifested in 
winning new contract October 2016 
 Contract based on achieving outputs based on performance specifications set by 
Client 
 Financial penalties are incurred if standards are not met 
 The resulting Park landscape is award-winning 
 
The length of the contract is very positively received by interviewees, allowing the 
contractor to invest in skills and equipment to deliver the contract. However, in terms 
of the actual tasks conducted, there were frustrations felt that highly trained 
horticultural staff were spending too much of their time clearing litter. This is 
underpinned by the prescriptive nature of the contract which is designed to focus on 
aspects of safety, cleanliness and access given the extensive capital investments made 
in the Park.  
 
Anti-social behaviour in parks is a perennial problem – and having a contract which 
rapidly responds to (and removes traces of it) is potentially part of the problem, as 
users know that they can, e.g. drop litter in Burgess Park and it will be picked up by 
the Contractor. The penalty or punishment for anti-social behaviour is passed from the 
Park user to the Contractor which does not really address the underlying attitudinal 
problem. While we were unable to talk to the local authority as part of this case study 
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report, our findings point to the potential for a joined-up Client-Contractor-
Community approach to working with Park users to help address the attitudinal issues 
about littering and anti-social behaviour. We do not know if this formed part of the 
new contract
8
, but if so, it could potentially allow the contractor to spend more time 
on enhancing the horticultural and ecological quality of the Park (and training of the 
staff).  
 
It is hoped that this case study provides interesting insights for local authorities and 
stakeholders facing similar challenges in grounds maintenance to those experienced in 
Southwark.  
                                                 
8
 Perhaps this will form part of the role of the new Corporate Development and Volunteer Manager. 
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3.1 Introduction  
This case study provides a detailed description of the experience with contracting out 
for the specific site of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in east London, UK (Figure 
1). While this case study is not based on the experience of contracting out by one 
specific and pre-existing local authority, the Park crosses four local authority 
boundaries and is at a large enough scale to merits close examination. The case study 
provides valuable insight into the challenges of working with a number of 
stakeholders in partnership, with particular reference to the client-contractor 
relationship for the park’s maintenance.  
 
 
Figure 1. Location map of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (copyright: Google Maps). 
 
The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park is an anomaly when it comes to green public 
space in the UK. It is the largest new park to be built in the UK for over 100 years 
(Naish and Mason, 2014). It is a brand new space with no pre-existing park landscape, 
which raises a number of interesting challenges for the park’s ongoing maintenance 
and management. The site is not just the Park but also will be home to over 10,000 
households living in five new neighbourhoods which are all located in the newly-
created E20 postcode. The legacy development is on such a scale that it has involved 
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the creation of a new planning authority for the area. All of this brings a number of 
challenges that are discussed throughout this case study. 
 
The case study report is organised into the following sections. First, there is a general 
introduction to the park and the organisation of the park administration. This is 
followed by an examination of the experience between the client and contractor in 
delivering the aims of the park and the maintenance contract.  
 
This case study calls on the following materials:  
 
 Data from a number of interviews with five personnel from the three organisations 
directly involved in the delivery of the park’s management.  
 Official documents provided by the London Legacy Development Corporation, 
including the Biodiversity Action Plan 2014-2019 and the park management plan. 
 Official documents provided by the Olympic Park Legacy Company including 
parts of the maintenance contract. 
 
3.2 About Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park is at the centre of the legacy of the 2012 London 
Olympic Games. It was always a part of the Olympic vision that there would be a 
physical legacy from the Games which would contribute significantly and positively 
to the economic, social and ecological future in the east of London.  
 
The site is located on extensive brownfield land which was contaminated and 
remediated which involved the washing and processing of over 2 millions of tons of 
soil (Figure 2). The Park covers 560 acres, with 6.5km of waterways, 15 acres of 
woods, hedgerow and wildlife habitat and over 4,300 new trees have been planted 
(LLDC, 2015a). 
 
Residents have already been moving in to the area since 2015, including Chobham 
Manor which alone will provide over 800 new. There will be important transport links 
connecting the neighbourhoods with the rest of the city and beyond, including a 
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Crossrail link (2019). There will also be a new cultural and educational district (the 
Olympicopolis Plan) which will include new campuses for the University College 
London, a move of the University of the Arts London's London College of Fashion, 
and new outposts of the Victoria and Albert Museum and Sadler's Wells (Brown, 
2015).  
 
The Olympic Delivery Authority was responsible for delivering the build of the 
Olympic and Paralympic Games and LOCOG (London Organising Committee of the 
Olympic and Paralympic Games) was responsible for running the events, after which 
LLDC took over. LLDC has responsibility for the Olympic Park and the permanent 
venues including the London Aquatics Centre, Copper Box Arena, International 
Broadcast Centre (IBC), ArcelorMittal Orbit and the Olympic Stadium which is now 
named the London Stadium and home to West Ham United who moved in for the 
2016-17 football season. Other venues are owned and operated by other organisations 
– e.g. Lee Valley Regional Park Authority own the Velopark and Hockey and Tennis 
Centre.  
 
The London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC) is the body now responsible 
for delivering this physical legacy to ‘transform and integrate one of the most 
challenged areas in the UK into world-class, sustainable and thriving neighbourhoods’ 
(LLDC, 2016). 
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Figure 2. Right: London 2012 Olympic Park designed for the Olympic Games;  
Left: the Park transformed after the Games  
Image: London Legacy Development Corporation.  
 
3.2.1 The Parklands 
The Parklands within the Park are extensive. There are 102 hectares of publicly 
accessible open space within the Park and immediate surroundings, and 45 hectares of 
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) habitat with links to existing corridors (LLDC, 2012). 
Post-Olympic Games, the transformation of the Park was focused around three main 
activities. Firstly, fixtures from the Games were removed (e.g. temporary seating and 
stadia); secondly, ‘stitches’ – i.e. attractive green connections – were created across 
the park east to west, north to south to connect the surrounding areas into the park; 
thirdly, the public parkland was completed (the North Park was opened in 2013 and 
South Park in 2014), which has resulted in a doubling of the size of the Park during 
the Games (Naish and Mason, 2014). 
  
The concept of green infrastructure underpinned the design and planning of the 
landscapes in the park. Green infrastructure has been defined as “an interconnected 
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network of protected land and water that supports native species, maintains natural 
ecological processes, sustains air and water resources and contributes to the health 
and quality of life for ... communities and people’’ (Williamson, 2003, p. 4; Roe and 
Mell, 2013).  
 
Key parts of the Park’s green infrastructure include the regenerated river valley, 
wetlands, tree planting, native and exotic wildflower meadows building on 
ecologically-based urban vegetation. Issues to be tackled across the site included 
flooding, extensive land contamination and water pollution, in part because the site 
lies within the Lee Valley floodplain.   
 
The vision was for the Park to be for people and wildlife and of a very high quality in 
terms of design and management (Landscape Institute, 2012). The vision for the 
management of the park is: 
“to take forward the legacy of landscape design and horticultural 
 excellence,  beauty and quality, community participation, sustainability and 
nature conservation created for Games time” (LMS & LLDC, 2014, p. 2).  
 
To do this, the formal strategy for the Park includes a pledge to ‘continue the legacy 
of horticultural excellence…conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the waterways 
and parklands [and]...ensure that the Park meets the dual needs of a local park for 
local communities and an iconic national and international destination’ (LMS & 
LLDC, 2014, p. 3).  
 
Three Priority Themes ‘drive the delivery of the Olympic Legacy’: 
 Promoting convergence and community participation  
 Championing equalities and inclusion 
 Ensuring high quality design and environmental sustainability 
(LMS & LLDC, 2014, p. 26).  
 
The delivery of the final theme is supported by LLDC’s policy document Your 
Sustainability Guide To Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 2030, published in 2012, 
LLDC’s Biodiversity Action Plan and the Park Management Plan.  
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Over four million visitors came in the first full year to the Park which exceeded 
expectations. Based on this, the target of 4.4 million annual visits has been set for 
2015-16 (LLDC, 2015b) but our interviewees put this at around 5 million annual 
visitors. This larger than anticipated number of visitors brings with it challenges for 
maintenance and management as the following sections outline. 
3.3 Governance structure and arrangements 
In the North Park area, the landowners of the Parkland are LLDC, Lee Valley 
Regional Park Authority (LVPRA) and the London Borough of Hackney (LBH). In 
the South Park area, the landowner is LLDC only. Despite these different landowners, 
it is stated in the Park Management Plan that ‘regardless of land ownership…the 
LLDC will generally be responsible for the management and maintenance of the 
parkland’ (LMS & LLDC, 2014, p. 25)
9
. 
 
The client, LLDC is a sunset organisation meaning that it has a finite life and will not 
exist at some (as yet unknown) point in the future. In the future, it may be a trust 
which manages the park. As an LLDC interviewee succinctly puts it: 
 
LLDC “is set up specifically to lead the legacy of the 2012 Olympics… Its 
boundary…covers four different local authority areas…It has its own planning 
powers, it writes its own local plan, it owns a lot of the land – not all of it, but 
a lot of the land...Its remit is to really move forward the legacy of the London 
2012 Olympics with regeneration, development, better connectivity, all those 
sorts of things. It also manages the Olympic Park, so it's responsible for 
managing the Olympic Park…It's an unusual organisation…and it won't last 
forever. At some point it will be wound up, and something may or may not 
replace it. I'm not aware of what that is at the moment.”  
 
The contractor was selected after a year-long process of competitive tendering. 
ENGIE holds the Estates and Facilities Management contract for the Park. The 
contractor was selected according to quality criteria, the flexibility of the contract, and 
                                                 
9
 It should be noted that responsibility for the waterways lies with the Canal & River Trust but they 
were not consulted as part of this case study. 
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the experience and track record of the contractor. In addition, the contractor was 
selected according to how well it could fulfil a number of different measures. These 
are discussed in more detail later and include investing in the locality, getting local 
people into jobs and getting volunteers in to assist manage the park. In order to 
achieve these latter objectives, a community interest company (Our ParkLife) was 
developed that sat alongside the contract. LLDC pays ENGIE which is subject to any 
deductions based on sub-optimal performance.  
 
The Landscape Group (TLG) is sub-contractor to ENGIE and they carry out the 
grounds maintenance elements of the Estates and Facilities Management contract. 
LLDC instructs the Landscape Group with Management Prescriptions underpinned 
by the Park Management Plan and Biodiversity Action Plan which were 
commissioned by LLDC. In 2016, The Landscape Group merged with Quadron 
Services Ltd to create ID Verde UK. For the purposes of this case study, the 
contractor will be referred to as TLG. 
 
Our Parklife (OPL) Community Interest Company (CIC
10
) is a subcontractor in this 
working arrangement and was a social enterprise established by the contractor as part 
of the overall contract. Our ParkLife has the aim of helping deliver the London 
Legacy through employment, volunteering, training and providing services on the 
Park. It was founded by Groundwork London, the social enterprise Renaisi, idVerde 
and ENGIE. Our ParkLife has contractual targets and requirements set by the LLDC 
on opportunities for volunteering in the park. 
 
There are formal monthly meetings between LLDC, ENGIE, idVerde and OPL. These 
are to discuss the performance of TLG and OPL according to indicators within a 
Performance Quality Management System in place to monitor performance to the 
outputs (listed in the following section) which underpin the contract. These are 
recorded via inspection reports which are completed fortnightly by LLDC and TLG 
on on-site “walk-arounds”. Given the ‘thin client model’ that operates here – 
indicating that there is little resource allocated from LLDC in terms of policing, the 
contractor essentially polices and evaluates their own progress. These regular 
                                                 
10
 Any profits that the company generates get re-invested back into the CIC’s core mission and 
objectives. 
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evaluation meetings will focus on the exceptions reports which minute where 
performance needs improving within the contract as a remedial process. If standards 
are not met beyond the next monthly meeting, this can result in a financial penalty of 
5% of the contract for that given period.  
 
3.3.1 Green space administration and the grounds maintenance contract  
As the body responsible for the management of the park, LLDC put out to tender the 
contract for managing the Park based on a 10-year period plus an option of a 5-year 
renewal. The Landscape Group tendered successfully for the contract of grounds 
maintenance and the contract started in April 2014. This contract sits within a wider 
suite of activities around Estates and Facilities Management. The Estates and 
Facilities Management contract is held by the company, ENGIE. So in effect, the 
Landscape Group is subcontracted by ENGIE to carry out the grounds maintenance in 
the Park. The contract is operated on an ‘intelligent client’ or ‘thin client’ model. Both 
terms refer to the contractor effectively doing the monitoring as well as delivering the 
service based on an output-based (rather than an input-based) model. In this way, the 
contractor polices its own performance but this is subject to regular checks by the 
client (outlined below).
11
  
 
The contract is underpinned by a number of objectives which are directly linked to the 
objectives of the London Legacy and hence inform the outcomes of the contract: 
 
 Getting local people into work, including 80% of the workforce must reside 
within the local boroughs 
 Investment in skills, training and equipment 
 Adhering to the Biodiversity Action Plan  
 Adhering to the Park Management Plan for a site which includes natural 
conservation areas 
                                                 
11
 In the words of LLDC interviewee: “With an input specification, which is the old traditional contract, 
the client would actually write down every single description how they would maintain the park…’. 
With an output specification, ‘how the contractor delivers the contract technically is down to them. 
How they actually produce the results and all the day-to-day maintenance operations is up to them how 
they do that’. 
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 Creating a high-quality park user experience 
 
While there are specific indicator used to measure – for example – the proportion of 
local workers, there are examples of how the contractor takes the lead on how these 
objectives are achieved. For example, the contractor made the decision to put new 
investment into resurfacing a significant number of the footpaths in the park, because 
this is a likely ongoing cost throughout the park given the numbers of visitors. A large 
amount of money was spent in one year renewing footpath areas with resin-bound 
material which is stronger than previously used materials and has a 10-year guarantee. 
This involved time researching the best materials and their specifications and making 
the decision which will mean that they won’t have to replace it for 10 years. 
 
To achieve the objectives that are written into the Legacy, the interviewees were all 
clear that this does not result in the most cost-effective of contracts – i.e. the contract 
is not about achieving efficiencies. Unlike standard green space contracts, the 
foundation of this contract is the London Legacy and its positive social outcomes. For 
example, the employment of at least 80% local workforce means paying the London 
Living Wage which drives up costs, given the higher cost of living within London 
compared to elsewhere in the UK. In addition, the contractor was required to invest 
horticultural skills and training, as well as apprenticeships, given the importance of 
the Biodiversity Action Plan
12
 which is often not a principle driver of urban park 
management plans.  The wide range of landscape types also required the contractor to 
invest in equipment. The long-term nature of the contract means that the contractor is 
able to spend more resources on equipment and skills without it adversely affecting 
profits which it would on a shorter-term contract.  
 
3.3.2 Funding the contract 
While exact figures were not discussed in the interviews, the parks maintenance 
contract is valued at around £2 million per year (ID Verde, 2016). As highlighted 
                                                 
12
 Biodiversity Action Plans were formal policy instruments derived from the UK’s ratification of the 
1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).  Underpinned by the UK’s Biodiversity Action Plan, 
local Biodiversity Action Plans were created to support the recovery of the most threatened species and 
habitats and to monitor progress towards the UK’s CBD target. 
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earlier, one of the challenges of this contract is the fact that the landscape being 
maintained is evolving over time.  
  
The original contract price is subject to a ‘change mechanism’. As an interviewee 
from LLDC put it: the contract ‘was actually priced for…years back, when it 
was…pre-built. And then the whole idea is that as the park evolved and changed, this 
change mechanism, this pricing model, would be used to actually adjust the cost’. It 
was noted by the same interviewee that the most difficult part of the contract has been 
the transition between when it was originally priced and now when the price 
differences are becoming apparent. According to LLDC, this is a very difficult part of 
the contract to reconcile for two reasons: firstly, because there was no green space 
asset to price up against at the outset as the contract was written before the park 
landscape was created, and secondly because of the unforeseen issues and challenges 
that have cost implications (e.g. bins and footpaths – these will be discussed later).  
 
LLDC’s procurement team seek out efficiencies to be gained in the contract over 
time, particularly given the need to demonstrate value for public money. The Greater 
London Authority
13
 funds the LLDC on an annual basis and as such is subject to the 
same austerity measures that other local authorities are experiencing in the UK. As 
one LLDC interviewee puts it:  
 
“There may be a requirement, as most local authorities can have, to actually 
make savings. They may say, ‘Well, you need to make a percentage saving on 
your total budget. Go away, look at your total service delivery and make some 
efficiencies.’ And quite often it will be about efficiency savings. So not 
necessarily cut what you do, but actually do it in a different way that will 
deliver some savings. Now most savings do that with, focuses on staff 
reduction. Because in horticulture it’s quite labour intensive and 70% of your 
costs are down to manpower and staff resource. So we have to look about how 
we can make those reductions but still try and keep the services, keep the 
quality there.” 
                                                 
13
 The GLA is the administrative body for Greater London, headed by the Mayor of London, and 25 
members of the London Assembly who are all elected. The London Assembly scrutinizes the Mayor’s 
activities and can overturn them with a two-thirds majority.   
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3.3.3 Community engagement 
An interesting aspect of the Park is that there was a very limited existing community 
or community interest group such as Friends/ Park User Group. This is unlike most 
other parks in the UK. The bulk of the local community do not live there yet because 
the housing has not yet been built! 
 
To help deliver the London Legacy objectives around local engagement, education 
and conservation, Our Parklife (OPL) was created to deliver volunteering 
opportunities on the Park. LLDC have contractual targets and requirements on 
volunteering which were already embedded in the wider Estates and Facilities 
Management (EFM) contract (held by ENGIE). OPL have therefore acted as sub-
contractor to ENGIE since autumn 2013 and delivers the conservation and 
volunteering opportunities as a single point of contact for the 700+ volunteers on the 
books, of whom 4-500 are active. Activities have changed since the Games from mass 
events to smaller community-based events. The OPL interviewee outlined how OPL 
also support the managers in the EFM contract to deliver apprenticeships and the 
Intermediate Labour Market (ILM) programme. This is where local people are given a 
6-month work contract which is aimed at people who have been out of work for some 
time and need additional support getting back into work. If everything goes well after 
that period, they get taken on a permanent basis. OPL is a small organisation and 
describes itself as working in partnership as they are dependent on the skills of 
private, public charity sectors and social enterprise partners due to the complexities of 
the finance, HR procurement and commercial sides of employing people.  
 
3.3.4 Work specification 
The Park Management Plan is key to this. Overall the contract is based on outputs, 
and in the Management Plan this is considered to be relatively flexible for both 
contractor and client. For example, there are objectives – e.g. maintain colourful and 
species-rich meadows, with ‘prescriptions’ such as make 2 annual cuts at specific 
times of the year (once after seed drop); reseeding and plug-planting in autumn as 
required’; and ‘invasive species to be removed’. To achieve this, a smaller number of 
KPIs (key performance indicators) aid the monitoring. Examples of these include 
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meadows supporting X number of species (as highlighted in the Biodiversity Action 
Plan) and amount of meadow area to be in flower not foliage at peak flowering time. 
This is all monitored as part of the annual and monthly monitoring carried out by 
client and contractor.   
 
Having said this, there are quality standards of the contract which are not replicated in 
the Park Management Plan – partly because of the sheer variety of landscape types in 
the Park. The LLDC interviewees described the contract as a summary document 
whereas in reality a lot more and detailed maintenance activity is required. The Park 
Management Plan is therefore ‘a detailed investigation of what we are doing’. The 
interviewees talked about trying to connect together the ‘triangle’ of the contract, the 
Park Management Plan and the Biodiversity Action Plan. The two Plans are being 
reviewed at the moment with the aim of making this ‘triangle’ more fit for purpose 
than it has been in the past.  
 
3.4 Perceptions of the contractual relationship 
The general perception of the grounds maintenance contract was overwhelmingly 
positive from all the interviewees. The contract itself is described as flexible and the 
working relationships between client, contractor and sub-contractors are ‘very good’ 
with words such as ‘open’, ‘honest’ and ‘sensible’ used. As one interviewee puts it: 
 
“If you’ve got a contractor that really knows their subject, and you’ve got a 
client that knows their subject, then I think that’s the basis for quite strong 
partnership.”  
 
The interviewee from OPL describes how the new Park has required innovative 
partnership working which is embedded in the commercial world and underpinned by 
a clear socio-economic vision for the park. The individuals involved were also 
described as having a very positive part to play in the successful working 
relationships. The flexibility extends to the way in which the contract is not overly 
prescriptive and seen as a simple and straightforward contract in the eyes of the 
contractor. It allows the contractor to use their horticultural skills which is not the 
norm in other parks. Goldfinches in the Park provide a good example for of this. The 
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contractor is not required to cut the wildflower meadows on a specific date (e.g. 1
st
 
August) but when can cut them when it is best for the meadows (this is based on its 
seed content). According to TLG, there are over 300 goldfinches that use the 
wildflower meadows and were foraging in mid-August. In this way, TLG feel ‘that 
we’re wholly able to make a decision [about] when that can be cut…[The meadows] 
will be cut, but let’s do it when it’s right’. 
 
The length of the contract has already been mentioned in a positive light given the 
fact it allows the contractor to invest in equipment and people. The contractual 
commitments to employ high proportions of local people (target 80%; actual 85%) as 
well as people from BME (black and minority ethnic) backgrounds (target 45%; 
actual 65-70%) has made TLG think differently – e.g. longer term – about how they 
employ workers and develop their skills.  
 
The contractors also have a 39-strong workforce who, given the contract flexibility 
and clear outcomes required, can respond quickly to issues, e.g. litter after a large 
event or football match. For OPL, the contractual arrangements in the Olympic Park 
are a good example of how contractors can benefit the local community.   
 
On the less positive side, there were some concerns aired about the inevitability that 
the contract was not fully fit for purpose. The lack of history has meant challenges for 
the contract with unanticipated glitches and problems. TLG describes how the Park is 
new: ‘the reality is there is no history here, there is no timeline that says I remember 
when in 1990 we had rain in June … every day is new’. Some of these problems are 
down to much greater user numbers. For example, the extent of footfall in the Park 
means that some of the footpath materials are wearing out and, in hindsight, were not 
the best choices. The bins which were originally installed were too small and not of 
adequate capacity, particularly during high-profile events in the Park. The contractors 
were able to respond quickly to this problem and replace the small bins with 1,100 
litre containers. However, client and contractor are developing a new bin strategy to 
address this ongoing issue. 
 
Despite the praise for the flexibility of the contract, LLDC highlighted that 
improvements could be made to what was a bespoke contract. This includes more 
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flexibility in LLDC being a more instructive client which LLDC felt would be more 
beneficial, and making the contract less about prescriptive requirements. It was 
highlighted that output specifications can be more expensive particularly where a 
more intensive response might be needed. For LLDC, these issues would be 
reconciled through the contract renewal process (which would also necessitate a 
renegotiation of the price of the contract).  
 
For the contractor, there were challenges in delivering the experience that Park users 
want which involves a range of skills required, not all of them horticultural in nature. 
For example the issue of litter is an ongoing one and cleanliness is crucial to 
maintaining the quality of the Park and the Park experience. To achieve this, the Park 
must be free of litter by 10am every morning, but achieving that is perhaps not a good 
use of horticulturally-trained staff time
14
. 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
Summary Box 1 highlights the key features of the contract. The interviewees all 
agreed that managing this Park landscape is unlike any other contract. The Park is a 
brand new and changing landscape with many unknowns still to be discovered. To 
achieve a high quality Park user experience involves strong working relationships 
between the client, contractor and subcontractors.  
 
The resulting contract is a good one, given that it was created before parts of the 
current and future landscape existed. The length of the contract (15 years) is very 
positively received allowing the contractor to invest in skills and equipment to deliver 
the contract. The London Legacy objectives are a key underpinning this contract and 
while they do not make for a cheap contract in financial terms, it is currently resulting 
in social, economic and ecological benefits for the wider community (human and non-
human). 
 
 
                                                 
14
 The perceived mismatch between basic grounds maintenance being delivered by highly trained 
horticulture staff is raised elsewhere in green space literature – e.g. Heritage Lottery Fund (2016); 
Dempsey et al. (2015).  
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Summary Box 1. Key features of the contract. 
 Partnership-based approach to working relationships 
 Long contract – 10 years plus 5 potential extension 
 Contract based on outputs – not inputs 
 Outputs are directly related to the London Legacy of the Olympic Games 2012 
 Flexibility and ability to flex on part of client and contractor 
 Thin/ intelligent client model: contractor polices its performance 
 Financial penalties incurred if standards are not met 
 The resulting Park landscape is award-winning 
 
While there were different perceptions in how well the contract supported the needs 
of both client and contractor, all interviewees demonstrated sustained motivation to 
work together to continuously improve the Park, the working relationships and the 
Park user experience. Taking an output- rather than an input-based contract approach 
has proved to be a successful approach and one that is not taken in other local 
authority park contracting-out models. In this way it is a unique approach to parks 
management in the UK and is best understood as a case study explored in the round. 
As highlighted above, it provides interesting and potentially transferable aspects for 
local authorities and other stakeholders involved in parks management. It is therefore 
hoped that this case study provides interesting insights for those stakeholders 
interested in alternative approaches to grounds maintenance.  
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4.1 Introduction 
This case report provides a detailed description of the experience with contracting out 
park maintenance in Täby municipality, Sweden. In particular, the case study of Täby 
provides insight into leading experiences with contract management and collaboration 
in ‘partnership’ types of contracts in Scandinavia.  
The ‘case’ of Täby is rather unique in many of its key characteristics if 
compared to the use of contracting out of park maintenance in other municipalities in 
Sweden as well as in Denmark and Norway, i.e. in Scandinavia. What makes Täby 
stand out is the characteristics of the formal contract and the management approach, 
i.e. a high degree of joint planning and collaboration within a municipal-wide long 
term contract based on visions, strategies and development objectives, together with a 
very long record of experience with contracting out. The case-study provides a 
detailed account of the experience with contracting out in Täby, Sweden during a 10 
year period. 
The case report is organized in the following parts. The first parts provide a 
general introduction to Täby Municipality and the organization of the park 
administration. The second part provides insights into the municipality’s experiences 
with managing a partnership contract for provision of park maintenance. The third 
part is focusing on the development of the latest contract based on former 
experiences. 
 
The materials used as basis for the case report consists of  
 Data from a group interview with the park and nature management team in Täby 
including representatives from the private contractor’s daily management (held in 
Täby, November 2006) 
 Data from four interviews per organization with staff on different levels (from the 
head of the technical department in Täby and head of division at NCC to the day-
to-day management in Täby and NCC) at the Municipality of Täby and with the 
contractor (held by telephone in February 2014) 
 Data from an interview with the park and nature management team in Täby (held 
in Täby, August 2016) 
 Tender documents from the 2004 and 2016 contracts 
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 Official documents downloaded from Täby webside (www.taby.se), including 
park policies, green development plans as well as general information about the 
municipality. 
 Official statistics on municipal election results (www.val.se) 
4.2 About Täby municipality 
Täby municipality is, one out of a total of 290 Swedish municipalities, located in the 
outer area of the Stockholm County (Län) which forms part of a larger and densely 
populated metropolitan area of Stockholm. By 2016 about 64,000 residents lived in 
Täby municipality centered within two main built up areas. Geographically, Täby 
municipality covers about 66 square kilometers of which 5.4 square kilometers are 
waters. The municipality has relatively large recreational ‘green’ areas made up by 
wilderness, nature areas, forests and waters. Public parks, playgrounds, outdoor sports 
facilities and similar types of recreational green spaces are located in and around built 
up areas. Park areas take up about 1 square kilometers of the land in the municipality.  
Given its geographical location, Täby municipality offers its residents proximity 
to the Stockholm metropolitan area as well as recreational outdoor opportunities at the 
residents’ ‘front door’. The Stockholm metropolitan area is characterized by economic 
growth and a steady increase in the population. The population has steadily increased 
in Täby municipality in the past 20 years and the municipality forecast that by 2030 
there will be around 80.000 inhabitants (approximately a 25 percent increase from the 
2016 population). The forecasted demographic development requires extensive 
planning and development. Several large development projects takes place within 
Täby municipality in terms of developing new transport infrastructure, commercial 
and housing areas as well as urban green spaces and recreational opportunities. Urban 
development is deliberatively focused in and around already urbanized areas in the 
municipality in order to preserve large and interconnected green areas as well as 
ensure a sustainable development of urban areas.  
Politically, the city council (‘Kommunstyrelsen’), consisting of 61 
representatives (‘kommunfullmäktige’), has over the years been dominated by two 
rightwing parties in Sweden: ‘Moderaterna’ which currently holds 24 seats in the city 
council for the period 2014-18 and ‘Liberalerna’ which currently holds 16 seats for 
the period 2014-18 (Source: www.val.se). Economically, the municipality is relatively 
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well off, with a good tax base and a balanced economy in good shape. Täby is 
regarded as one of the ‘flagship municipalities’ of ‘Moderaterna’ in Sweden due to 
political ideas which has contributed to the ambitions to procure many municipal 
services from private contractors (Interview II). The average income and education 
level of the Täby citizens are higher than the average for Sweden as a whole and 
might influence the public opinion on how to run the maintenance contracts of parks 
and roads. 
 
4.2.1 Green space administration  
Management of green areas is administratively embedded in a long tradition for green 
planning in Täby municipality as well as a planning tradition within the greater 
Stockholm area to develop new urban infrastructure along several interconnected 
green ‘wedges’ (RUFS 2010). The tradition in Täby municipality for green planning 
dates back to at least 1947, where the first formal green planning documents was 
drafted, and centers upon the importance of larger and accessible green spaces 
offering recreational, biological and historical values within an increasingly densified 
urban structure. The tradition has developed and has been supported in consecutive 
formal planning documents as well as in administrative practices in Täby municipality 
(source: Grönplan för Täby kommun, Täby Kommun, 2007). Around 2007 the city 
council in Täby agreed upon a “green plan for Täby municipality” (Grönplan). The 
plan is described within the park administration as a key ‘political-strategic’ 
document. The green plan defines overall vision and objectives for the role and 
development of green spaces in Täby municipality. Overall, the plan states that ‘one 
half’ of Täby should be green space. The vision defines 11 objectives within four 
themes. The themes are ‘access’, ‘service and quality’, ‘management’, and ‘physical 
planning’.   
Administrative responsibilities for park and nature areas in Täby municipality 
are placed in a ‘Park and Nature’ unit which is placed within the technical department. 
The unit has in 2016 six employees. The unit has responsibilities for planning, design, 
and maintenance of all green spaces in Täby municipality including, public parks and 
nature areas. Nearly all activities related to maintenance operations are contracted out 
to private contractors – between 2004 and June 2016 to NCC and from July 2016 to 
PEAB. A very small part of maintenance operations are kept in-house. The Park and 
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Nature unit is responsible for managing in-house maintenance operations as well as 
the contract with PEAB (earlier NCC). The contract also includes street maintenance 
which is managed by the Streets department. The contract as a whole is signed by the 
technical department of Täby Municipality. The new contract from 2016 is developed 
based on the experiences from the first and the differences are described in second 
part of the case study. 
 
4.2.2 The history of contracting out in Täby municipality 
Täby municipality has contracted out maintenance of parks and roads at least since the 
Mid1980s. Since June 2004 and onward, Täby municipality has implemented an 
encompassing collaborative approach to contracting out based on what the 
municipality has labeled the ‘Täby concept’ (see box 1). The concept was 
implemented in a new maintenance contract (drift och underhåll) for parks and roads 
after a public procurement round. Key features in the Täby concept are a focus on 
functionality and development of green spaces and a long term partnership approach 
to the contract. The concept also implied that maintenance of parks and roads in Täby 
municipality is bundled into one contract. In the 2000s, the total annual contract sum 
was about SEK 50 mill with around SEK 5 mill spend on park maintenance 
operations.  
 
Box 1. The Täby concept 2004-2014: Key features 
 
 
4.2.3 Background for the Täby concept 
Sweden has a tradition for using functional descriptions as a key method for 
describing maintenance requirements in parks, green spaces as well as open spaces. 
National standards in Sweden, for functional descriptions has been developed and 
 Long ordinary contract duration  (10 years)  plus 2 years potential extension 
 Municipal wide contract (all maintenance operations for parks and roads in the municipality) 
 Task descriptions based on visions, visual materials and development objectives 
 Standards for horticultural work based on guidelines rather than detailed specification of 
performance requirements and work instructions.  
 Joint planning and collaboration between client and contractor 
 Open economy 
 Park responsibilities bundled with road responsibilities 
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updated over the years at the sector level by key research institutions.. The first 
national quality standard for maintenance operations in urban green spaces was 
introduced in 1989 by the publication of the ‘Maintenance manual for outdoor 
environments’ (Persson, 1989). Based on accumulated experiences, the standard was 
subsequently developed and revised in the ‘Maintenance manual 98’ (Persson, 1998). 
The revised standard from 1998 subsequently formed the basis for the development of 
maintenance standards for different types of green spaces such as those in and around 
cemeteries (Andersson et al., 2004) and housing areas (Persson et al., 2009). Far from 
all municipalities use an approach based on functional descriptions for describing 
maintenance requirements, but it has been widespread and widely known within the 
park sector over the years as it is included in one ot the standard procurement systems 
in Sweden (the so called AFF-system). In the case of Täby municipality, the available 
national standard for functional descriptions of park maintenance requirements was 
used as a key source of inspiration for specifying maintenance requirements in the 
Täby concept (Täby tender documents from 2004 and 2016). 
 ‘Collaborative’ or ‘partnership’ approaches to contracting out has no policy 
guidance from national authorities (as, for example, in the UK). The contractual 
approach in the Täby concept was inspired by ‘partnering’ principles found in the 
construction business and in particular by developments in the construction sector in 
Denmark (Interview I). Partnering principles was introduced in the Danish 
construction sector in the 1990s and adopted for maintenance contracts in the road 
sector in the early 2000s (Vejdirektoratet, 2003). At the time of the development of 
the Täby concept, the municipality was furthermore not aware whether other Swedish 
municipalities had adopted similar ideas (interview I).  
 
4.3 The first contract 2004-2016 
The first contract for the period 2004-2016 was procured in 2003. The contract 
encompassed virtual all maintenance of parks and roads in Täby municipality for the 
period 2004-2014 as well as an option for 2 additional years, i.e. a contract duration of 
10+2 years. The procurement was organized as an open call for interested bidders 
which subsequently were pre-qualified for submitting full bids. A total of three 
contractors were prequalified and submitted full bids (NCC, Skanska och 
‘Vägverket’). NCC won the contract.  
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4.3.1 Formal contract management  
Congruent with key principles in partnering, the contract was based on a ‘partnership’ 
approach, prompting the partners to work in an ‘honest’, ‘fair’ and ‘open spirit’. The 
partnership approach was supported by the political level in Täby municipality and 
was by the park administration team regarded as a ‘political demand’.  
The first contract (2004-2016) included a range of formal management activities 
at different organizational levels and with different agendas/purposes. For joint 
management of day-to-day operations the contract specified monthly meetings 
between the park administration team in Täby and the contractor’s operational 
management team. The minutes/agenda routinely included items related to overall 
progress/performance and economy/use of resources. The joint management of day-
to-day was complemented with quarterly ‘site visit’ meetings which took place at 
location chosen by the park administration team (Interview I). Formally the day-to-
day management organization was consisting of ‘district responsibles’ 
(‘områdesansvariga’) from the park administration team and an operational manager 
from the contractor which again were leading the operational staff. In addition to 
meetings, which focused upon day-to-day operations and progress, a development 
seminar (utvecklingskonferens) was also held one time a year. Each year they set up 
new goals for the upcoming season (Interview I). At the level of top management the 
contract specified bi-annual/annual steering group meetings with the purpose of 
assessing overall status and progress and address eventual issues (Interview I: 31:30). 
While the contract involved shared planning and management activities between the 
park administration team and the contractor, the contractor was not directly involved 
in planning and meeting activities related to citizens/users (interview I).  
When the contract was initiated, the two parts (Täby municipality and the 
contractor) had initial workshops where common objectives were defined for the 
upcoming partnership. The common objectives related ‘economy’, ‘park services’ and 
‘collaboration’ as the three key themes in the contract. The partners had a continued 
focus on achievement of the mutual agreed objectives in day-to-day management. 
Each year, as part of the development seminars, the two parts set up new goals for the 
upcoming season (interview I). There was also a focus on personal competencies at 
the different levels in the organization.  
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4.3.2 Economy  
At the initiation of the contract, the budget for green-space maintenance was 
approximately SEK 4.7 million (interview I). The contract had fixed unit prices for 
individual operations which could be regulated within the total budget. The 
municipality could decide on overall budget levels one time per year and a fixed 
payment followed for the year. Budgets were index regulated in order to calculate for 
change in general prices for work and machinery in the sector. In addition to the 
maintenance budget, the municipality had a separate investment budget which was not 
included in the contract budget. The economy in the contract was organized as ‘open’ 
and all information about costs and resource allocation was shared. The contractor had 
full discretion about methods for achieving functional requirements and service 
targets, but the prioritization of resources was made through consultancy with the 
management team at the monthly meetings. At the monthly meetings, prioritization of 
resources could be discussed and adjusted (Interview I). The contract also included an 
incentive scheme. Savings was shared (50/50) if costs were below budgets and the 
municipality had the full burden for eventual costs above budget (interview I).  
The implementation of the contract also included a mix between prioritization 
and change in ongoing maintenance routines and new (smaller) investments paid 
additionally by the municipality (The municipality’s investment budget was not 
included in the contract budget).  
 
4.3.3 Work specification  
For the municipality and the contractor, the key document in the contract for 
managing park maintenance was a “park policy”. The park policy defined a range of 
functional requirements and development targets for park services. The document also 
specified a range of advises based on technically defined instruction measures 
(skötsel) in terms of a classification of requirement levels (behovsnivå) for all types of 
green-space, e.g. ‘Superior park’ (‘Finpark’) (Interview I). For each type of green 
space the contract defined a vision. It was the aim that a green space should 
correspond with the vision. I.e. by maintenance, a green space should meet functional 
requirements and service targets. This could also include ‘development plans’ 
defining how improvement could be made. No performance and instruction based 
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measures were used at the level of individual elements, e.g. shrubs, (Interview I) and 
NCC was left with full discretion about maintenance methods. The key documents 
furthermore had a high degree of visual content in terms of photos and illustrations as 
key guidance for maintenance operations. A shared database with all registration of all 
green-spaces was implemented for planning and management (Interview I). 
In the 2012 interviews it was found that the formal documents were not used to 
the same extent as earlier in the contract, especially on the level of the personnel 
performing the work on site. It was still important to refer to when trying to solve 
problems when the parties had different opinion on the performance. When trying to 
solve specific problems in detail the functional description often were wished to give 
more specific guidance on the expected performance. Nevertheless the functional 
description was still preferred in comparison to a more detailed description 
prescribing specific frequencies and e.g. grass height in cm. 
 
4.3.4 Managing Performance  
Responsibility for overall contract performance was perceived as shared. If problems 
with day to day performance were identified it was handled by immediate dialogue 
and ad hoc joint site visits (Interview I). Site visits could open for ‘horticultural’ 
discussions such as whether a particular element was not well maintained or whether 
it was in poor conditions (e.g. older shrubs). (Interview I).  
The management team also discussed challenges and ideas with the contractors’ 
operational staff at the annual ‘park träff’ held when the season starts, e.g. refurbish a 
flower bed (defined as a maintenance operation and not an investment in the contract). 
Dialogue with operational staff was also welcomed through daily maintenance 
(Interview I). Likewise the management team could take direct contact to the 
contractors’ staff. The management team is generally satisfied with the contract and 
the performance of the contractor. No money has been deducted from payments due 
to fault performance (Interview I). 
Before the contract (i.e. the years before 2004) the standard of green spaces was 
very low in the municipality. More resources/investments were allocated due to 
political awareness of green-space benefits and the level has improved substantially to 
present (Interview I). A specific interest in the 2012 interviews was whether the level 
of performance was equally distributed all over the municipality and despite the 
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intention to reach an even quality most interviewees were aware that they did not 
always manage to deliver the same quality all over Täby (Interview II). This was 
regarded as hard to avoid according to specific conditions and often depending on the 
ambition among the staff performing the maintenance in a specific part of Täby. 
Another question of the performance concerned when NCC took over the 
maintenance from other contractors who had constructed and maintained new areas 
during the guarantee period (normally two years). The new shrubs were then supposed 
to be maintained as established, which seldom was the case, meaning that NCC had to 
perform a higher degree of weed control exceeding the agreed cost for shrubs in the 
contract. This was taken into account when updating the functional description for the 
second contract 2016 by adding a couple of new categories with the name ‘under 
establishment’ with a higher price to compensate for the extra recourses needed. 
 
4.3.5 Perception of the contract relation 
The general perception in the management team of the implementation of the Täby 
concept was that it was not something fixed and final, but something which was 
‘developing’ in the course of implementation (Interview I). The contract and the day-
to-day collaboration were seen as something more than the written agreement, 
something ‘ongoing’, in terms of a ‘practice for working together’ as well as the 
partnership with the contractor was a ‘give and take’ (Interview I).  
The management team found it a ‘challenge’ to implement the vision, service 
targets and functional descriptions in day-to-day operations. The management team 
and the contractor both admitted that it was always a question of ‘interpretation’ (and 
not something that could be measured against pre-defined standards). In practice the 
interpretation took place through site visits, park meetings (‘park träff’) and continued 
dialogue. Täby managers expressed that finding a common ground for agreeing on 
standards in the daily work: ‘is not that easy’, and ‘it is always an interpretation’ 
(Interview I).  
 
4.4 The second contract 2016-2021 
The following is based on an interview which took place in the end of August 2016 
only two months after the contract start. This implies that many routines were not yet 
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established, and as such the relations to the new contract are expressing expectations 
more than practical experiences. 
Based on the experiences made in the first contract Täby municipality was interested 
in a general update of the contract and in getting more contractors into the 
maintenance contract (Interview II: 14:30). In 2015, a working group with politicians 
representing all parties in Täby was established to discuss the overall principles for 
the new contract lay-out. Important aspects concerned how to increase competition 
and include more contractors. The discussion was very open minded regarding new 
ways of organizing the contract and in the beginning the working group even 
discussed ideas to split the contract in very small pieces across the municipality to 
attract small companies.  
 The process of preparing the new contract lasted 1.5 years and included an open 
hearing with potential contractors. When preparing the old contract the main ambition 
was to find the economically most beneficial contract trying to include as much as 
possible to achieve synergy effects and minimize the municipality’s contract 
administration. It was agreed at an early stage that the new contract should continue to 
be some form of partnering as well as a focus on attracting more bidders than earlier 
to increase competition. The contract was finally divided into four parts: i) Streets and 
greenspace management, ii) paving, iii) bridges and structures and iv) removing 
graffiti. The chosen contract duration was five years with three optional years and 
thus shorter than the first contract (Interview II).  
 
4.4.1 Formal contract management 
The basic principles, like adherence to a fair and honest spirit and meeting structures, 
of the first contract was kept in the second contract. Meetings for steering the contract 
are held on two levels (a) the monthly ‘construction meeting’ and (b) the ‘cooperation 
meeting’ every fourth month. According to the staff there are also weekly meetings 
between the parties where they often meet on site to discuss specific questions about 
maintenance operations and daily performance. A new part in the second contract was 
an incentive model with a yearly sum of 1 mill SEK – a limited amount compared to 
the total yearly sum of the contract. The municipality has great expectations on the 
innovative and relatively complex incentive model consisting of 10 focus areas with 
different demands (e.g. time and delivery performance, quality and economy) all in all 
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15 demands each to be graded in five levels. It should be performed four times a year 
and the yearly incentive should be set after a function inspection in June (Interview 
II). The greenspace managers have not yet planned how to apply the model in detail 
but they are curious on how to manage all the judgments that has to be performed. 
Another difference is that formally there are less specifications on which reports the 
contractor are supposed to deliver as a basis for the different meetings. This will have 
to be developed throughout the contract period, and there is an electronic platform for 
reporting diary, changes in the contract etc. (Interview II). The first contract had a 
formal demand for a yearly conference between the parties but that is not included in 
the new contract (Interview II). 
 
4.4.2 Economy 
The total yearly estimated budget for greenspace and streets maintenance is 25-35 
mill SEK (depending on the municipal budget), estimated complementing works 15-
25 mill SEK and adjustment with fixed unit prices. The same principles are applied in 
the second contract regarding open books (accounting), yearly adjustments of the total 
contract sum due to the municipal budget and an annual index regulation. As 
mentioned, the incentive model was new and the contractor should choose the size of 
the incentive between 1 and 3 mill SEK, a sum that also was contributing to the 
‘comparative sum’ when evaluating the bid. All bidding contractors chose 1 mill 
SEK. Another inventive part when calculating the ‘comparative sum’ was the 
intention to reward a presentation of at detailed cost estimation for management costs 
due to the level of open details. Compared to the old contract the first one had more 
focus on rewarding the intentions of how to cooperate during the contract.  
All prices in the second contract decreased compared to the first. An interesting 
fact is that all contractors asked the municipality for the prices of the competing 
contractors. The municipality classified the prices as secrets due to business causes 
and all bidders actually was a little embarrassed when realizing they all did the same 
(Interview II). 
 
4.4.3 Work specification 
The work specification is based on the same principles as in the first contract as it was 
regarded to work out well with functional descriptions and it was also regarded to 
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demand less effort in monitoring the contract (Interview II). It was supplemented with 
a few new functions and updated pictures better representing the different functions. 
The whole database with classification of the different areas was updated as well as 
the park policy including the overall goals and intentions for different parks, 
recreation areas etc. (Interview II). The management emphasized that the policy is 
only a help to understand the intentions – also among citizens – and only the 
functional descriptions is part of the contractual law. Despite the effort to improve the 
functional descriptions it was accentuated that there will still be important calibration 
to do on a day-to-day bases when the management meets on site. 
 
4.5 Perception and performance of the contract  
As the second contract only recently started, the relations have just started to 
establish. There had been a start-up meeting held with both parties to try to establish a 
common perception on what cooperation means, the core reason for doing the job 
(serving the citizens) and how to make the communication work (Interview II). 
Regarding the links and experiences between the first and second contract it has to be 
concluded that there will be a loss of experience as most central personnel in Täby 
and all personnel at the contractor have changed. This means a possibility for a fresh 
start but also loss in local knowledge and experience build during the first contract 
period. (Interview II).  
The performance in the second contract was performed in the same way as in 
the first – meaning lots of communication on site on a daily basis between managers 
from both parties. Added to the second contract was the new incentive model which 
includes measures related to performance such as quality, inspections and risk 
management. These new inspections have not yet been performed but it is hoped by 
the managers that this will add value to the second contract. 
 
4.6 Summary of experiences 
The initial contract model in Täby (the ‘Täby concept’) implemented in 2004 had 
strong resemblance with ‘partnering’ principles found prevalent in the road sector in 
Denmark. The contract model also adopted the Swedish tradition for visual and 
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functional description of requirements for green space maintenance. The case-study 
shows also that the adoption of partnering principles for the contract model was 
initiated and supported by the political level in Täby. The winning contractor of the 
first contract (NCC) was furthermore represented within markets for construction, 
road maintenance and public works in both countries. Overall, the contract model 
seems unique in terms of the mix of ideas found in Denmark with ideas found in 
Sweden.  
The partnership and the contract’s embedment in a park policy was furthermore 
a part of a larger municipal strategy to become an attractive place to live in within the 
overall metropolitan area in Stockholm. This strategy was also supported by 
allocation of additional municipal Investment funds for green space development. The 
overall strategy together with the Täby concept resulted in a significant improvement 
in green space standards in the municipality from the 1990s until the mid-2000s. The 
case-study shows that the initial objectives of the contract was not to provide cost 
savings but to provide an arrangement for service delivery capable of contributing to 
the realization of the overall municipal strategy in Täby. The contract still involved 
concerns for overall economic efficiency in terms of technical and in particular 
allocative efficiency. Concerns for economic efficiency were ensured in the initial 
competitive tendering of the contract (which involved three qualified bidders), 
continuous prioritization of resource use within an open economy, as well as 
contractual incentives for seeking efficiency gains in maintenance operations.  
The experiences from the first contract motivated some new initiatives when the 
procurement of the second contract started. Based on strategic thinking and reflections 
on the historic perspective the overall goal to add value to Täby by delivering an 
attractive outdoor environment is still crucial, but having improved the overall 
greenspace quality that issue is not as important as in the first contract. The important 
concerns are on keeping up the quality and increasing the competition and in trying to 
achieve that the contract is split up in different parts, the contract time is shortened to 
five plus three years and a more comprehensive incentive scheme is created. As the 
early contracts before 2004 included even more parts, water and sewers and the 
municipal building with its outdoor environment, the long term trend appearing is to 
keep the basic ideas of contracting out important municipal services but making them 
smaller to increase competition and trying to find better incentives to improve the 
contract delivery over time. The new procurement resulted in a new contractor, lower 
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prices and the new comprehensive incentive program. The first step to achieve a 
competitive price in a fair procurement process is reached and the effect of the 
incentive programme on the long term quality will be interesting to evaluate in the 
future. Using a contract based on functional descriptions and new personnel on both 
sides (Täby and PEAB) in the second contract there will be a lot of work to do in 
finding new forms for cooperation and the agreed levels of performance in the 
contract. The experiences from the first contract show that reaching collaboration and 
agreements on service standards and performance requires active and continued 
efforts on behalf of both parties.  
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